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ABSTRACT

When flight testing helicopters, it is essential to process and analyze many parameters
spontaneously and accurately for instantaneous feedback in order to make spot decisions
on the safety and integrity of the aircraft. As various maneuvers stress the airframe or load
oscillatory components, the absolute limits as well as interrelated limits including average
and cumulative cycle loading must be continuously monitored.

This paper presents a complete acquisition and analysis system (LDF/ADS) that contains
modularly expandable array processors which provide real time acquisition, processing
and analysis of multiple concurrent data streams and parameters. Simple limits checking
and engineering units conversions are performed as well as more complex spectrum
analyses, correlations and other high level interprocessing interactively with the operator.

An example configuration is presented herein which illustrates how the system interacts
with the operator during an actual flight test. The processed and derived parameters are
discussed and the part they play in decision making is demonstrated.

The LDF/ADS system may perform vibration analyses on many structural components
during flight. Potential problems may also be isolated and reported during flight.
Signatures or frequency domain representations of past problems or failures may be
stored in nonvolatile memory and the LDF/ADS system will perform real time
convolutions to determine the degrees of correlation of a present problem with all known
past problems and reply instantly. This real time fault isolation is an indispensable tool for
potential savings in lives and aircraft as well as eliminating unnecessary down time.



PROBLEM DEFINITION

Helicopter flight testing often involves evaluating new vehicle configurations which have
not before been fully characterized in terms of safety and performance. Rotor blades may
be replaced with experimental composite substitutes, airframe components may be
modified to reduce vibration or strain, even turbine engine powerplants may be upgraded
to increase airspeed or acceleration. Data from individual flight tests must be carefully
analysed to verify conformance to the test plan as well as to measure load levels and
component aging. The results of this data analysis often must be known before the next
test can be authorized especially when the flight envelope is expanding during a flight
strain survey.

The costs of conducting helicopter flight tests of this nature are obviously comprised of
the actual flight hours incurred by a particular test and also the downtime experienced
while valuable data is analysed. Often the vehicle configuration cannot be modified until all
the data from the previous flight is analysed. During this down time, flight line crews and
mechanics, airborne and ground station instrumentation engineers and technicians must be
staffed to support the overall test plan. This expensive overhead could be utilized more
efficiently if flight test data was available sooner. Since data turn-around time directly
influences program schedule and, therefore, program cost it becomes the responsibility of
ground station managers to design their systems to maximize the amount of real-time or
near real-time data processing.

A significant percentage of data processing tasks of helicopter flight tests can be
characterized as repetitious calculations on massive amounts of information. Fully
instrumented rotor blades, control links, and airframes provide raw strain and position
information vital to the safety of flight. Some of these repetitious calculations may be
categorized as harmonic analysis, spectral analysis, and cycle counting to determine
component aging. As the pilot executes progressively severe manuevers, maximum loads,
mimimum loads, average loads, and cyclic loads ((max - min)/2) must be scrutinized to
identify airframe resonances, absolute structural limits, and component aging due to cyclic
loads above endurance limits. In order to conduct an efficient flight test program, it
becomes necessary to present this information to the data analysts quickly and concisely.
To that end, array processors are particularly well suited.

PAST APPROACHES

In the past, von Neumann architectures provided the necessary processing tasks of
spectral, harmonic, FFT, and cycle counting analyses. With this architecture every
program instruction is processed by a single CPU. Even though the CPU may be running
at a respectable speed, each parameter must be processed in a serial fashion. When large



quantities of parameters must be processed by the same algorithm, for example a FFT,
the von Neumann bottleneck limits the throughput of the total task inversely proportional
to the number of parameters being processed. Multiple passes of the instrumentation flight
tape were often necessary to process several parameters during a common time slice.
Unless multiple processors were employed and the processing tasks efficiently
partitioned, turn-around time of flight test data was on the order of hours or even days.
Today with the availability of Dataflow Array Processors, critical information can be
processed at near real-time speeds allowing flight test programs to progress briskly and
safely. Array Processors differ fundamentally from von Neumann architectures in that
each individual processor executes the same instruction on many parameters
simultaneously.

ARRAY PROCESSOR PERFORMANCE

Real time data acquisition and analysis of helicopter flight test data requires a large amount
of processing power. The LDF/ADS configuration with multiple array processor modules
solves all these problems. A typical data stream is 5 Mbits/sec. The processing required
includes FFT’s for harmonic and spectrum analysis as well as cycle counting for aging.
Gross maximums and minimum are continuously monitored as a possible data reduction
technique. If limits are exceeded a closer and more thorough analysis is performed on the
data in that time slice or data for that entire maneuver. A block diagram of the typical data
reduction and processing cycle is shown in figure 1. Even data that doesn’t change is
continuously monitored because the fact that it doesn’t change is sometimes important.

The many types and volume of processing necessarily requires a general purpose high
speed processor. A single GPAP may perform any one or all of these calculations
continuously, or the tasks may be split among several array processors to achieve higher
throughput. See figure 2. The processors distribute the incoming data in parallel in a
dataflow environment which offers orders of magnitude performance improvements over
the von Neumann architectures.

The incoming data stream in this example is 5 Mbits/sec. aggregate rate the stream is
immediately divided into bins of raw parameters for further processing. Data is typically
10 bits per word and FFT transform lengths are 8K words. Usually three or more
transforms are required concurrently and continuously. From 50 to 200 different
parameters may be monitored and processed simultaneously. Typically 50 parameters are
checked for min/max and about 150 are cycle counted. Up to 50% of these parameters
are required to be Engineering Units (EU) converted. EU conversion consists of
multiplying by a polynomial of order n. The maximum, minimum, average and cyclic
loads are all analyzed over each maneuver. Some parameters are processed and others are 



derived. A triaxial accelerometer may generate three raw parameters, from these other
parameters may be derived, which are the magnitude and direction of acceleration.

The 8K FFT’s in this example are each performed by a separate array processor module,
but these three modules are also performing other operations related to the processed
parameters. The processed parameters typically require ten operations per word and there
are 2000 ten bit words per channel on each of fifty channels within the data stream. This is
about one million operations per second plus I/O. There is The total requirement for this
application is the ADS front end with the LDF containing four array processor modules.
This does not include correlation with archived data for further fault isolation, but the
addition of another module could easily accomplish this function for complete real time
acquisition and spectral analysis of helicopter flight test data.

CONCLUSION

The needs of helicopter flight test organizations can effectively trade off the cost of array
processor hardware with reduced technical support. Data availability approaches real-time
and thus reduces the length of test program. Realization of such hardware is resides with
the Loral Data Flow parallel processor in conjunction with the Loral ADS-100 telemetry
front end.



HELICOPTER FLIGHT DATA PROCESSING
FIGURE 1



HELICOPTER FLIGHT DATA PROCESSING
FIGURE 2


